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you for the help! I read through the first article in your response and it looks like there is a
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"Stereo Mix" which from what I can tell doesn't really do anything. I will continue trying the
other methods in your post, but I think this may be part of the problem. It seems like audio is
still playing through the headset even though the computer doesn't actually recognize that it's
there? Keep me posted, Reece. This is a tough problem with few solutions as of yet. I am
focused on escalating it to developers via Feedback Channels and could use your help if
nothing else works. Thank you for your patience. I've gone through all 6 of the articles and
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to connect a wireless microphone to my MacBook. With this little adapter I was able to connect
the wireless receiver from my microphone to the Mac, then with a karaoke website and
streaming the mac to apple TV, my TV including sound bar became a full feature karaoke
machine. All for less than 10 bucks! Pretty good compared to getting a standalone machine for
probably , plus then you've got to store it somewhere. I'm sure there are many other uses for
this adapter, but this is what I got it for and it worked perfectly. Can't say the same for the
singers, but that's another story. There's a reason this product has 5 star ratings, it really is
great quality for a low price! Very nice and modern design as well. I cannot rate the durability,
as I've only had the item for a couple of days I truly was impressed with the good quality of this
item. Amazing sound quality! Use this to record audio from 3DS for a game i. No complaints.
This is the real pick for any handheld gamers! They are not long nor short extension cable but
just right! I love the silver metallic appearance and construction. Easy to store and use! Works
great for my sons gaming headphones on Xbox One and Ps4. This headphone splitter works
great. Helped me continue using my current headphones that has two plugs and now I can plug
into my laptop that has only one jack just fine. Exactly what I needed. These have a nice build
quality, bought to replace the original that came with my son's gaming headset. Working great
so far. I received this product today to use on a recording software for my MacBook Air. I took it
out of the packaging and plugged it into my computer and it worked great. The sound quality
was fantastic for a splitter. When I unplugged the splitter to see the sound quality from the
MacBook speakers it was awesome. When I plugged the splitter back in, the microphone jack
stopped working completely. I tried troubleshooting and restarted my computer to see if it may
have been a user error but I was never able to get a sound out. I am very unhappy with this
product. I would not recommend buying this. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Added March 26 - Sadly the adapter started failing after less than two months. The wire not
supported by a proper strain relief has broken internally and causes it to disconnect if moved.
The seller seemed unable to ship a replacement through Amazon, and has promised to process
a refund. It failed exectly where I expected, and probably would still be working if the cable was
manufactured with a proper strain relief. It works, but I was disapointed that there is no strain
relief at all where the wires go into the jacks. A small thing, but just shows that these are made
as cheaply as possible. C'mon China, Bought this to adapt a PC gaming headset for PS4
controller. Works exactly as advertised. I bought this item to replace the ones that came with a
gaming headset. The ones that came with the headset started to cut out voice and audio when
they were in a "wrong" position and would correct when I jostled the cable. It got so bad,
however, that I had to hold the cable in just the right position to hear anything. So, I bought this
product. It worked great initially, but I'm starting to detect that it's doing the same thing. I will
have audio either really quiet or cut out entirely in one side of the headset and when I jostle the
cable, it works fine again. I have used the headset with a PC without using this connector, and
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that has separate mic and headphone jacks. This fixed the issue so that now he can hear and
speak on the headset at the same time. Something to consider! One person found this helpful.
Used to connect a headset to my Xbox controller, works great. Customers who bought this item
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